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Abstract : This paper presents an improvement for calculating method of astronomical ship position based on circle of equal altitude
equation. In addition, to enhance the accuracy of ship position achieved from solving equation system, the authors used singular value
decomposition (SVD) in least square method instead of normal decomposition. In maths, the SVD was proved more numerically stable
than normal decomposition. Therefore, the solution of equation system will be more efficient and the result would be more accurate than
previous methods. By proposal algorithm, a computer program have been developed to help the navigators in calculating directly ship
position when the modern equipment has failure. Finally, some of experiments are carried out to verify effectiveness of proposed algorithm,
the results show that the accuracy of ship position based on new method is better than the intercept method.
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1. Introduction

Celestial navigation has been one of the traditional

methods to find out the ship's position in the sea. When

ships navigate through open sea where it is hard to find

landmarks, this method is used as a unique method in

determining the ship's position and the compass error.

Nowadays, by the rapid development of marine technology

science, modern equipment has been invented to calculate

ship position accurately, effectively and quickly such as

Global Positioning System (GPS), Inertial Navigation System

(INS).ie. However, it does not mean that there is no

accidents happening during operation time while cut off

power, and failure in signal transceiver are possible.

Therefore, celestial navigation has continuously been taught

for navigational students, deck officers because it is ruled in

STCW code 78/95. In 2010, at the IMO conference organized

in Manila, a new amendment regarding Seafarers’ Training,

Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW) code was carried

out, in which, the celestial navigation was recommended to

use with electrical nautical almanac and software of celestial

navigation calculation. That can be seen as an effort to

continue the research and development of celestial navigation

into a modern method. The idea using intercept method for

celestial navigation was proposed by Marcq de St. Hilaire in

1875. This method determines parameters of Line of Position

(LOP) based on observing the bodies’s altitude, calculating

the azimuth and the bodies’s altitude at assumed the ship

position, then the LOP is ploted on Mercator chart while the

intersection of LOPs gives out the ship position. To

eliminate working of the plotting, (Dewit, 1974) used least

square problem in multi-star observation. In addition, this

method requests some constraint conditions to ensure the

ship position’s accuracy as following: co-altitude does not

exceed 25 minutes, the distance between the true ship

position and the assumed ship position is in range 30 NM.

However, as LOP is a tangential straight line which is near

or on the circle of equal altitude (COP), so the ship position

given LOP has low accuracy. The Sphere Triangle Method

(STM) can calculate the ship position directly without an

additional graphical procedure, however, all formulas adopted

for the steps of the computation procedure are necessary in

order to seek for an optimal procedure. Moreover, although

the STM is a direct computational method, the solving

process is still indirect (Chen, 2003).

Recently, some of new methods have been proposed such

as SEEM (Chen, 2003), genetic algorithms (Ming-Cheng,

2012), in which the both of them were applied to directly

calculate for astronomical ship position. While the SEEM

requests a complicated procedure for determining ship

position, genetic algorithms is a new approach to celestial

navigation, however, there are still some problems in them.

In the vector-matrix method, solving COP system with

least square problem and converting into sphere system to
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give the ship position. However, this method was only

applied to situations which there are more than 2 bodies

observations. In addition, in solving over-determined

equation system, it is possible to meet some problems such

as there is no solution to equation system, celestial matrix is

rank deficient and numerical stability is lowest when normal

decomposition is used.

In this paper, the authors propose some improvements to

enhance the accuracy of ship position based on circle of

equal altitude equation on Cartesian coordinate system,

Singular Value Decomposition–least square algorithm and

virtual celestial body. Therefore, astronomical ship position

will give more accuracy than previous methods. Finally, by

proposal algorithm, a computer program have been developed

to help the navigators in calculating directly the ship position

when the modern equipment has failure.

2. Establishing circle of equal altitude

equation on Cartesian coordinate system

In spherical coordinate system, circle of equal altitude

equation can be expressed in the Eq.(1)

sinsincoscoscos  sin (1)

Where     are respectively observation altitude,

position's latitude, declination and local hour angle of

celestial body.

In navigation, the Eq.(1) represents the exact locus of

ship position at time of body observation; however, it is

not used because of complicated solving procedure.

Consequently, the intercept method applied Taylor’s

analysis to find out LOP equation which is an equation

of tangental line to COP, as shown in Fig. 1, and the

LOP can be seen as approximation of COP. Therefore,

the system utilizing LOP for ship position are simpler

than that of COP equation.

Fig. 1 The COP and LOP for astronomical ship

position

By using LOPs, the ship position will be determined with

lower accuracy than COPs. In this paper, the authors propose

another way to establish circle of equal altitude equation on

cartesian coordinate system instead of one on spherical

coordinate system. As proposed COP equation, the system for

ship position is easy to make the solution. The detail of COP

can be illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 The illustration COP in Cartesian coordinate

system

In Fig. 2, in order to simplify this problem, the radius of

the celestial sphere is chosen as (R = 1). The

     are respectively the equator celestial

plane, the greenwich celestial plane, the position of celestial

body, the ship position and the intersection of COP's plane

and  .

The vectors of celestial body and ship position

can be written as     
     . They

are expanded into

 coscos cossin sin 
 coscos cossin sin 

Where        are cartesian coordinate of

celestial body and ship position, longitude, greenwich hour

angle of celestial body. And variables are also ruled as

follows
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Circle of equal altitude is the intersection of its plane

and celestial sphere. The plane’s equation of COP which

has normal vector of plane  is shown in Eq.(2).

      (2)

Where    is cartesian coordinate of A (intersection

of and COP's plane), therefore

   (3)

Then    
   (4)

Where k is scale coefficient of vectors was determined

according to Eq.(5)

   

  






cos 

 sin   

(5)

As the celestial bodies lie on the surface of celestial

sphere, their co-ordinates can be expressed as Eq.(6)

            　　２
２＋

２＝１            (6)

Applying the Eq.(4), Eq.(5) and Eq.(6) into Eq.(2), the

final equation of COP can be explained as Eq.(8)

sinsin

 sin  

(7) 

therefore   sin (8)

The Eq.(8) can be used to calculate ship position

directly in Cartesian coordinate system. If the spherical

coordinate system are applied into Eq.(8), the Eq.(1)

can be obtained.          

3. The SVD-Least square algorithm for

solving astronomical ship position

3.1 Virtual celestial Body

According to vector-matrix method, it is very difficult

to implement in the cases of 2 celestial bodies. In this

paper, the assumed ship position have been used as a

virtual body whose distance to the true ship position is

co-altitude, the relation between the virtual celestial body

and the ship position can be presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 The relation of virtual body and the ship position

The altitude of virtual body is determined as Eq.(10).

      sin  





sin


  (9)  

therefore: sinh 


 

sin





 (10)

Where       are respectively the altitude

of virtual body, the latitude of virtual body, ship speed,

observation time period, big and small radius of earth.

Therefore, the additional equation for equation system

when the number of celestial observations are less than

three has form as Eq.(11).

  sin          (11)

Where    are the cartesian coordinate of virtual

celestial body.

3.2 SVD–least square algorithm for ship position

Astronomical ship position is the intersection of circles of

equal altitude together. Because, there are always errors in

observation altitudes, so that the equation system for the

ship position can be expressed as Eq.(12).
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The Eq.(12) can be abbreviated into Eq.(13) as follows
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vectors of the ship position, the errors and the

observation altitudes.

The Eq.(13) is solved by the least square method as

Eq.(14)

          min∥∥        (14)  
    Therefore     (15)

Apply the normal decomposition in Eq.(15), the

solution is shown as Eq.(16)  
             


            (16) 

For solving the overdetermined system Eq.(12), the

normal or QR decomposition can be used in A matrix. In

this research, the authors propose to apply singular value

decomposition-Least square algorithm in order to improve

numerical stability, it means that the solution of proposed

algorithm will give more accuracy than normal method.

Apply the singular value decomposition to A matrix as

presented in Eq.(17). Then, the matrices of Eq.(15) will be

expanded appropriately to get the solution.

 ×      × 

     ×  






  

  













  ×  


(17)

Where ×  is the columns orthonormal matrix satisfying

the condition    ×  , its columns are the eigenvectors

of . × is the diagonal matrix of singular values

with the condition    , ≥≥ are the square

roots of the eigenvalues of   and ×  is the orthonormal

matrix satisfying the condition     , its columns are

eigenvectors of  .

In order to find the U matrix, the eigenvalues  and the

eigenvectors  of  are defined by Eq.(18), Eq.(19)

det     (18)

   
 (19)

From the values of
    , the normalizing

process is implemented as follows Eq.(20)

  


,  
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(20)

then, the U matrix is determined by Eq.(21)

 











   
   
   
   

(21)

The computing process of  
, D is similar to U, however

the matrix is used to defined the eigenvalues and the

eigenvectors as  . The  value is also decomposed as

Eq.(22), then it is replaced into Eq.(15).

      (22)

therefore      (23)

The solution      (24)

The Eq.(24) shows the result received from SVD-least

square algorithm. By applying Eq.(24), the ship position on

Cartesian coordinate system will be more accurate. After

that, from this system, the ship position is converted to

spherical coordinate system. Finally, they are taken into the

earth geodesic system as shown in Eq.(25).

Fig. 4 The ship position on the earth geodesic system

       



  


(25)

Where   (WGS-84)

In order to make clearly the calculation procedure of ship

position, the flow diagram for proposed algorithm was

presented as Fig. 5.

In here, the observation altitudes are taken by sextant at

times   , the parameters for altitude correction

are also needed to calculate the observed altitudes.

Simultaneously, cartesian coordinate of stars are determined

at   . Solving the equation system with

SVD-least square algorithm and converting to spherical

coordinate system, it will get the ship position exactly.
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Fig. 6 Interface for calculation program

Fig. 5 Flow diagram for proposed algorithm

4. Development of calculation program

After building flow diagram for calculation process,

we developed a calculation program for solving ship

position by SVD-least square algorithm. The intercept

method was also used to calculate ship position, the

true position of ship was pre-determined on chart. And

then, the accuracy of methods will be compared to one

another. Visual Basic software was also used to

programming. The interface of program is shown as

Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, the input data for corrected

altitude are entered in part of general data such as:

course, speed, index error, eyes height, pressure,

temperature. The observation time, stars name are

taken into Data of equal altitude circles, the Cartesian

coordinate of celestial bodies are shown in a table and

the ship position are expressed in the results.

In order to verify effectiveness of proposed algorithm,

some experiments were performed with numerical

database of sun and stars. In case of using the sun or

two stars, since the equation system for ship position is

insufficient, the virtual celestial body was used. In other

cases, altitude observations are more than 2, the virtual

celestial body can be also adopted to improve the

accuracy of the system's solution.

4.1. Calculation for ship position by sun

The ship position was calculated by sun observation

in order to verify the developed program, the input data

for calculating ship position were given in Table 1.

Table 1 The input data for sun observation

UT H o x y z

042000 78
o
136 -0.4261 0.8781 0.2176

050000 81o8618 -0.2671 0.9388 0.2175

ALat = 20
o
39.3'N, ALong = 106

o
50'E, TC = 98

o
,

ZN = +07, S = 12kts

The result of ship position given by SVD-Least

square algorithm in case of sun observation was

represented in below interface Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 The program's interface fix by Sun

After that, the result of ship position is compared to one

given by intercept method and true position on chart as

shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 The results of ship position with methods

Calculating methods Latitude Longitude

Intercept method 20o41.3'N 106o56.9'E

SVD-least square

method
20o39.36'N 106o58.52'E

True position on chart 20
o
38.1'N 107

o
E

The Table 2 shows, in case of sun observation, the

ship position determined by SVD-least square algorithm

get more accuracy than the one by Intercept method. It

means that the developed program have good

performance and SVD-least square algorithm is higher

accuracy and reliability than Intercept method.

4.2. Calculation for ship position by 2 stars

The performance of the developed program was also

verified in case of 2 stars observation, the input data

for calculating ship position by 2 stars were given in

Table 3.

Table 3 The input data for 2 stars observation

Star
name

UT Ho x y z

Rasalhague 220415 81,2845 -0.2178 0.9515 0.2173

Vega 221007 69,0747 - 0.1739 0.7598 0.6265

ALat = 20o44.6'N, ALong=107o6.4'E, TC=112o, ZN=+07,

S = 12kts

The result of ship position in case of 2 stars

calculated by SVD-least square algorithm is shown in

below interface Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 The program's interface fix by two stars

The results of ship position are also compared to one

given by intercept method and true position on chart, as

presented in Table 4.

Table 4 The results of ship position with 2 stars

Calculating methods Latitude Longitude

Intercept method 20o37.9'N 107o21.2'E

SVD-least square

method
20o37.5'N 107o16.13'E

True position on chart 20
o
39.1'N 107

o
18'E

The Table 4 shows the result in case of 2 stars observation

as Rasalhague and Vega, the ship position determined by

SVD-least square algorithm have also more accuracy than the

one by Intercept method. It means that the developed program

have good performance and SVD-least square algorithm is

higher accuracy and reliability than Intercept method.

4.3. Calculation for ship position by 3 stars

Finally, the ship position was calculated by 3 stars

observation as Rasalhague, Vega and Deneb in order to

verify the developed program, the input data for

calculating ship position were given in Table 5.

Table 5 The input data for 3 stars observation

Star
name

UT Ho x y z

Rasalhague 220415 81,2845 -0.2178 0.9515 0.2173

Vega 221007 69,0747 - 0.1739 0.7598 0.6265

Deneb 221502 49.366 0.5882 0.3853 0.7110

ALat = 20
o
44.6'N, ALong=107

o
06.4'E, TC=112

o, ZN=+07,

S = 12kts

In this case, the virtual celestial body was also

applied to improve the accuracy of the ship position.

The ship position calculated by proposed method is

shown in the interface Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 The program's interface fix by three stars

Table 6 shows the ship position in case of 3 stars

observation taken to compare the accuracy between methods.

Table 6 The results of ship position with 3 stars

Calculating methods Latitude Longitude

Intercept method 20o37.9'N 107o21.2'E

SVD-least square

method
20o37.94'N 107o20.1'E

True position on chart 20o38.5'N 107o19.1'E

The Table 6 shows also the good result of ship position in

case of 3 stars observation as Rasalhague, Vega and Deneb.

SVD-least square algorithm in this case have also more

accuracy than the one by Intercept method. Therefore, the

developed program have good performance and SVD-least

square algorithm is higher accuracy and reliability than Intercept

method in all of 3 cases.

At the end of this experimental part, some summary

of position error are shown in the below Table 7.

Table 7 Some summary of position error

Methods Sun 2 stars 3 stars

Intercept method

(LOP)
4.45 NM 3.42 NM 1.649 NM

SVD-Least square

method (COP)
1.94 NM 2.46 NM 1.146 NM

In this research, the sun's altitude is taken at two

different time, in order to overcome this problem, both

methods, the sun's altitude at the first time is corrected

to the second time, it means that there are two values

of the sun's altitude at the second time.

Practically, It always exists the error triangle (cocked

hat) in all methods, the least square method is usually

used to find the most confident solution.

The ship postion obtainted by two methods is

compared to the true ship position. The results show

that SVD-least square algorithm and circle of equal

altitude has more accuracy than intercept method

(LOP).

However, the ship position given on proposed method

still has error. To reduce this error, we can decrease

error on observation altitude with sextant.

5. Conclusion

The conclusion of this study can be summarized as

follows

- The circle of equal altitude equation was established

on Cartesian co-ordinate system to calculate directly the

ship position.

- The SVD-least square algorithm was proposed as a

most numerical stable method in order to solve

over-determined system for the ship position.

- The calculation program based on suggested

algorithm were built to help the navigator in determining

astronomical ship position.

- Some experiments were carried out to verify effec-

tiveness of suggested algorithm. The results showed ship

position’ accuracy to be higher than traditional methods in

all of three cases.

In this research, the authors performed some

improvements to celestial navigation method, it is possible

to take one more accurately and modernly. In future, if the

altitude of celestial bodies are determined continuously by

electrical equipments, this method has the potential to be

integrated to electrical chart and the e-navigation system.

Although there are some improvements, the celestial

navigation method can not replace for GPS. However,

with its advantages such as low cost, hight independence

and the developments presented in this research, it can be

used as backup system for GPS when this equipment has

failure.
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